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Multi Function Metal Tool 

Chest 

The multi function metal tool chest is a well-designed toolbox that offers a variety of 

practical functions and features to make your work and life easier. Whether you are a 

professional worker, hobbyist or family user, this multi function metal tool chest has 

everything you need. 

 

 

 

 

Multi Function Metal Tool Chest 

CYJY is one of the most famous and professional 

multi function metal tool chest manufacturers and 

suppliers in China. We proudly introducing the multi 

function metal tool chest is the storage solution for 

your garage or workshop! It has been loved by 

friends from all over the world for many years, and 

we also accept customization of different sizes and 

shapes. 

https://www.chrecary.com/tool-cabinet
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Multi Function Metal Tool Chest Specifications: 

Color Customized 

Customized support OEM & ODM 

Casters 4pcs 6 inch spring caster 

Size 1700*750*983 mm 

Steel Thickness 1.5 mm 

Weight 275KG 

Material cold rolled steel 

Packing carton box+pallet 

Finish powder coating 

Lock Key Lock 

Advantages Electrical Plug 
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Product Function: 

1. Flexible and portable: The multi function metal tool chest comes with a comfortable 

handle and portable design for easy carrying and movement. Whether stored in the 

garage or the workshop, easy to use at any time. 

2. Rugged: Made of high-quality cold-rolled steel, the multi functional metal tool chest has 

excellent durability and corrosion resistance to ensure a long service life. 

3. Large capacity storage: The interior of the multi function metal tool chest is 

spacious, providing sufficient storage space, convenient for you to organize and store 

various tools and accessories, and keep the work area clean and orderly. 

4. Multi-scenario application: Whether it is home repair, car maintenance or wilderness 

exploration, the multi functional metal tool chest can become your right hand to meet the 

needs of a variety of application scenarios. 

5. Humanized details: The internal design of the multi function metal tool chest is 

reasonable, the tools are placed neatly, and it is easy to find and access. At the same 

time, the surface of the multi function metal tool chest adopts non-slip treatment, feel 

comfortable, and use is safer. 

 

 

Announcements： 

When moving the multi function metal tool chest, avoid overloading to avoid damage 

or accidental injury. 

Before using the multi function metal tool chest, ensure that the lock is in good 

condition to prevent accidental scattering of tools. 
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If you do not use the multi function metal tool chest for a long time, store it in a dry and 

ventilated place and avoid contact with water and high temperature environment. 
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Similar Product： 

https://www.chrecary.com/72-inch-painted-tool-cabinet.html
https://www.chrecary.com/drawer-tool-cabinet-pit-cart.html
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FAQ 

Q: Can you accept my modification suggestions? 

A: Of course, we can customize according to your needs. 

 

Q: Do you have any discounts on your prices? 

A: Our product is already a cost-effective product. 

 

Q: How do I keep my caster wheels from falling out? 

A: If the problem has been ignored too long, the casters may fall out when the piece is 

lifted or the ends of the legs may be split. To tighten loose casters, use metal or plastic 

caster sleeve inserts, which are available in several sizes. 

https://www.chrecary.com/20-drawer-heavy-duty-workbench.html
https://www.chrecary.com/rolling-metal-tool-cabinet.html
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